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EXPLORATIONS
Explore Andean cultures of South America as you traverse the 
fascinating routes of Ecuador and Peru, including a visit to the 
UNESCO World Heritage Site of Lima's historic center. Discover the 
rich and storied past where colonial settlement and the Incan empire 
meet with an overnight in Lima.

Land programs and excursions are available for pre-purchase up to 7 days prior to sailing by calling our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527). Within 7 days of voyage 
departure, they must be purchased on board. 

All land programs and land excursions require a minimum number of participants to operate as described. If this minimum is not met, Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to 
offer at revised price or cancel the excursion.

Disclaimer: Atlas Ocean Voyages acts solely as agents for airlines, hotels, motor coach companies, railroads and other service providers and cannot be held responsible. 
Gratuities not included for any land programs and excursions.

Within 72 hours prior to land program/
excursion or sailing departure, 
100% Cancellation Fee applies to:

• Private Land Excursions
• Pre-purchased Standard Land Excursions
• Transfers



To Book Your Atlas Ashore Land Programs, Contact Our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) or info@AtlasOceanVoyages.com

PANAMA CITY (FUERTE AMADOR), PANAMA

DAY 1: Upon arriving at the airport, you’ll be met to start your immersion into the colorful Panama City. Your first stop is the Frank Gehry Bio Museum, the 
legendary architect’s only masterpiece in Latin America, with its wildly asymmetric design that reflects the tale of the Panama Isthmus rising from the blue sea 
to connect two continents so long ago. Inside, an audio-guided tour takes you through eight galleries chronicling this epic event and how it forever changed the 
planet’s biodiversity.

Enjoy a local lunch before heading to your hotel where you will spend the next two nights. Once you arrive at your hotel, you will proceed with check-in and can 
enjoy free time in your room to rest and refresh. At 7 PM, dinner will be available at Niba’s Restaurant on the L2 floor of the hotel. You will enjoy a three-course 
meal with drinks for your first night in Panama City.

DAY 2: Hotel breakfast is served a 7 AM and your day will start with a pickup at 8:30 AM from there.

Visit Old Panama, the city that was founded in 1519 and destroyed by the infamous Welsh Captain Henry Morgan in 1671. You will see the ruins of the churches 
and convents, colonial palaces, bridges and military buildings that attest to the grandiose past of Old Panama. After experiencing this unique UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, you will enjoy a panoramic tour of the modern Panama City, becoming acquainted with its mesmerizing skyline, unique developments and 
fascinating history.

After the panoramic drive, you’ll continue to Casco Antiguo, the old colonial city. Casco Antiguo displays a mix of architectural styles, which in turn reflect the 
cultural diversity of the country. Caribbean, Republican, Art Deco, French and Colonial architecture mix in this historic area. While here, savor a lunch at La 
Azotea Restaurant, presenting a tasty fusion of flavors. You will enjoy a three-course meal with beverages while enjoying an incredible view of the Panama 
skylike and colonial city.

Following lunch, you’ll be taken on a guided tour of colonial Panama. During your walking tour, you will see the Metropolitan Cathedral, Paseo General Esteban 
Huertas, Plaza de Francia and the National Theater, among other buildings and monuments. Take advantage of free time to explore on your own and enjoy the 
opportunity to shop in one of the area’s many stores. Look out for unique Panamanian handicrafts and other local goods to take home as mementos.

After your adventures in the historic district of colonial Panama, you’ll arrive back at the hotel to rest and refresh before a proper final night in Panama City! At 
7:30 PM, you will be picked up for dinner at Maito Restaurant, renowned for its authentic and captivating atmosphere that recount all the culinary influences 
that have been in Panama. Here is where Mario Castrellón, the Chef, experiments without restraint and with all his creativity and the best products in the 
country, which have not been traditionally used in Panamanian urban cuisine. This restaurant is recognized as one of Latin America’s 50 Best Restaurants 
(#30).

DAY 3: Breakfast will be available at the hotel from 6:30 AM to 10:30 AM before you have to check out by noon. Departure transfer will be coordinated to 
transfer you to the port for the start of your voyage.

PABLB501PST
PANAMA CITY IMMERSION 
NOVEMBER 3-5, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
72 HOURS 
$999pp (SINGLE)/ $1,229pp (DOUBLE) 3 MEALS



To Book Your Atlas Ashore Land Programs, Contact Our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) or info@AtlasOceanVoyages.com

MANTA (QUITO), ECUADOR

Depart the pier for a short drive around Manta, passing the seaside promenade and fish market. Your first stop is a tagua factory to observe nut carvers 
demonstrating their skills. The versatile tagua nut is used to produce several different eco-friendly products, from traditional handicrafts to jewelry and shirt 
buttons.

Next, proceed to a cabuya plant-weaving factory in El Chorrillo. Your visit is truly a once-in-a-lifetime experience, as this traditional art is, unfortunately, rapidly 
dying out. In the past, this vibrant local industry prompted the production of approximately 4,000 cabuya plant bags per day in the Manta area. Today, this is the 
last remaining factory and produces 200 bags per week.  You’ll continue to the charming town of Montecristi, where you will observe artisans demonstrating 
the weaving of toquilla straw hats, or “Panama” hats.

To finalize the experience, drive to the Cancebí Museum, where you’ll discover the ethnographic history of the Manabí region and its people, viewing some 
of the almost 300 original objects used in days of yore. On display are artefacts relating the culture and daily routines of the cholo (fishermen), montubios 
(countryside workers) and agricultores (farmers). The term “Cancebí” is the old name of part of the Manabí territory. The most important port of the region, 
Manta, was once called Jocay. The museum building itself is of interest, as it is a rescued and beautifully restored house dating to 1918.

Following your visit, you will return to the quayside.

ECUIO301
HIGHLIGHTS OF MANTA & MONTECRISTI 
NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | 1:00 PM – 5:30 PM
4.5 HOURS 
$119pp



To Book Your Atlas Ashore Land Programs, Contact Our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) or info@AtlasOceanVoyages.com

Begin with a drive along Manta’s malecón (promenade). This region was home to pre-Columbian peoples such as the Valdivia, whose fragments of pottery are 
the oldest found anywhere in South America. You’ll also learn about the different traditions of the Manabita people, including the cholo (fishermen), montubio 
(countryside workers) and farmers.

The archaeological site of Cerro Jaboncillo is unique because it allows you to observe a distinct and complex society that was established in the area between 
900 and 1,500 CE. This developed society controlled large areas of the Guayas and Manabí provinces in Ecuador. The Cancebí-Manteños acquired highly 
developed levels in their society practices and with their control of the sea extended their culture to the California Gulf, Mexico, Chile and Peru. Visiting this 
place is an experience that mixes culture, tourism and nature. Located on the eastern slope of Cerro Jaboncillo, the area around the archaeological site 
features a variety of plants and animals that survive in a unique ecosystem that depends on water cycles, especially in the summer fog.

An exclusive visit to the technical area, which is normally not opened to regular visitors, is included for your group. One of the archaeologists of the complex will 
accompany you in the area and you will be able to observe the work of restoration and research that is taking place. A box lunch is included after the visit and 
then you’ll return to the quayside.

ECUIO302
CERRO JABONCILLO ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
SITE - BEHIND THE SCENES 
NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | 1:00 PM – 6:10 PM
5.1 HOURS 
$229pp

1 MEAL

Depart the quayside and drive north to Bahía de Caráquez, where small canoes will be waiting for your ride to Isla Corazón (Heart Island).

The island is a mangrove forest refuge of 130 acres, a prime breeding ground for seabirds. Since 1998 the protection of the sanctuary is the responsibility of a 
community called Portovelo (ASOMANGLAR). This heart-shaped island (hence its name) is located a few kilometers upstream in the Río Chone estuary and 
is a must-see for nature lovers and birdwatchers. The mangroves of the island are a prime breeding ground for seabirds, and the population of frigate birds is 
especially large. The opportunity to see these frigate birds is almost guaranteed.

Isla Corazón is part of an eco-tourism project in which local fishermen have nurtured the mangroves and expanded the island. This has been done to prevent 
further eradication of the mangrove swamps to the industry of shrimp farming. This private initiative, which was started by the local fishermen, is now a 
protected area by the government. The island can be visited on a guided tour led by the local fishermen.

You’ll return to the mainland to enjoy lunch at Casa Ceibo, a Smart Voyager Certified venue — an award given specifically for environmental and social 
responsibility initiatives. After lunch, reboard the coach and drive back to the port.

ECUIO303
ISLA CORAZÓN, A BIRD PARADISE 
NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | 10:30 AM – 6:00 PM
7.5 HOURS 
$279pp 1 MEAL
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Oceanside Farms is an eco-conscious residential community and private co-op farm in Puerto Cayo, Ecuador. Situated along Ecuador’s Pacific Riviera and 
designed with a private farm, the development is founded on the belief that clean air, fresh and sustainably harvested food, and a diverse and open-minded 
community are essential to cultivating health and wellness. At Oceanside Farms you are always surrounded by the highest quality ingredients available, hence 
the common reference that residents live a “farm-to-table and dock-to-dish” lifestyle.

A recognized chef from Ecuador, Quique Sempere, will accompany you as you pick fresh products that will be part of your lunch menu. The chef will describe 
the different products and their qualities and properties. All these products are cultivated upholding simple, time-tested farming practices while also pioneering 
innovative methods of growing and harvesting food. Eschewing the monoculture approach to cultivating land, the farm takes the shape of a landscaped 
garden, an evolving vista of edible and medicinal plants and fruit tree orchards embedded with a nursery, stations of raised planting beds, dedicated zones for 
hydroponics and microgreens, beekeeping, and a central greenhouse. Using leading practices in permaculture, the farm was designed to promote the natural 
richness of the land and to avoid the use of chemicals and genetic modification.

Once you’ve collected your bounty, head towards the kitchen to see the chef in action, creating delicious dishes using the harvest. It will be a hands-on 
experience as you interact with the chef and learn the techniques and secrets to turn the products into a delicious meal. Once it’s prepared, enjoy a magnificent 
lunch surrounded by nature and a beautiful view and then return to the quayside.

ECUIO304
GASTRO ORGANIC EXPERIENCE &  
COOKING DEMONSTRATION 
NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | 10:30 AM – 5:00 PM
6.5 HOURS 
$329pp

1 MEAL

Coastal Ecuador is largely covered in dry forest, which makes the lush green Pacoche Forest more unique and ecologically complex. Forests such as Pacoche 
once covered vast areas of the coastal region and were home to an enormous wealth and diversity of species. Now they have been reduced to a dispersed 
chain of forest remnants under constant threat and facing an uncertain future.

Depart the quayside and travel via the coastal route to the Pacoche trailhead. Along the way, take note of the predominant, dry forest and the stark contrast 
between the dry and wet forest areas delineated by what looks like an invisible boundary. The change is radical.

The route that has been chosen for this walk is specifically away from the typical tourist routes in Pacoche Forest, and so will appeal to those with a keen 
interest in nature. The forest is home to hundreds of bird species, as well as a unique species of howler monkey endemic to the forest. After spending a couple 
hours hiking with your specialist nature guide, you will drive to the nearby San Lorenzo town and beach to be part of the special project the local community 
has, which is the preservation of the marine turtles’ nests. In the rural town of Manta environment care is an attractive activity. The Ecuadorian coast is one of 
the main places for the arrival of sea turtles to lay their eggs, especially olive Ridley (Lepidochelys olivacea).

At San Lorenzo, the Environment Ministry of Ecuador since 2012, together with the community, implemented a monitoring project 24 hours a day. The Park 
rangers of the Pacoche Coastal Marine Wildlife Refuge carry out the marking of the species through registration plates as part of the process to help sea turtles 
to stop the reduction of its population. The high season for spawning is from August to December, and hatching is from September to December. As part of the 
program, the park rangers will guide you to visit one of the nests and if you are lucky, you may witness the birth of these beautiful turtles.

At the end, a special picnic will be waiting for you. Take a well-deserved rest while you taste typical gourmet delicacies from the region before returning to the 
ship.

ECUIO305
PACOCHE FOREST TREK 
NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | 10:30 AM – 4:00 PM
5.5 HOURS 
$329pp
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If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Half-day land experiences are approximately 4 hours.

Please note: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

ECUIO398
HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM
4 HOURS 
$1,189 per vehicle

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Full-day land experiences are approximately 8 hours.

Please note: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

ECUIO399
FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR
NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
8 HOURS 
$1,399 per vehicle
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GUAYAQUIL (QUITO), ECUADOR

Depart the pier aboard a chiva bus for a scenic, approximately 60-minute ride to Guayarte Square. En route, a local band will ride along with you in one of the 
brightly painted chiva buses, the most important means of transportation used by the local people in the past.

The drive includes sightseeing views along the ancient Centenario neighborhood, which was founded in 1920 and is rich in History. You’ll also enjoy a look at 
the Parque Forestal, a large recreational area, the Eloy Alfaro Avenue, known for being the old industrial area of the city, the Malecón 2000 and the downtown 
area until reaching the Salado estuary where the Plaza Guayarte is located. The Plaza Guayarte is a project designed as an outdoor cultural space to promote 
activities such as urban art, gastronomy, musical concerts and craft markets, among other endeavors. It is a place to continue creating and enjoying culture 
and the arts as a family recreation space and a new tourist icon of the city.

Disembark from the chiva for a short walk along the Salado Estuary, which is part of the protected area that includes the internal branches of the Estero 
Cobina and joins the Guayas River through a canal provided with floodgates. This firth was recovered, regenerated and rehabilitated with natural areas by the 
Municipality of Guayaquil, and currently houses around 50 species of terrestrial and aquatic birds that make use of ecosystems such as the mangrove swamp, 
the banks of the estuary and even the gardens of the malecón of the same name.

The walk ends at Plaza Guayarte, where a welcome drink will be offered before you continue the guided tour of this modern and beautiful project. This includes 
a mild walk along the different art murals featuring geometric figures illuminated at night by multi-colored LEDs that add a spectacular visual effect, and a 
walk along the boardwalk to find pleasant views.

At the end of your visit, reboard your chiva bus and commence the approximately 60-minute drive back to the pier.

Note: This tour involves a mild amount of walking for approximately 400 meters, with three steps to negotiate to get on/off the chiva bus and two to five steps 
at the sites visited. The chiva buses have rubber seats and are open window vehicles. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who 
utilize a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe walking shoes and mosquito repellent are recommended. Children must participate 
under parents’ full care and attention. Cultural activities including craft markets are subject to change and availability.
.

GYE301
THE TRENDY SIDE OF GUAYAQUIL 
NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | 2:30 PM – 7:00 PM
4.5 HOURS 
$239pp
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Surrounded by beautiful landscapes with mountains, forests, medicinal trees such as moringa, aromatic fruit trees, outdoor playgrounds and its cozy house at 
the foot of the majestic Ceibo tree, you’re invited to enjoy and to live an experience of harmony and peace.

Make an ecological and sustainable visit to Hacienda La Nina, located in the coastal region a few kilometers from the city of Guayaquil. You’ll be surrounded 
by colors and natural beauty and offered unique flavors and aromas. Spend the afternoon discovering the Hacienda, walking through this charming farm and 
discovering its organic crops, its moringa and Albarraba forest while enjoying nature. There will be fresh drinks during the visit while learning about the farm.

At the end of your visit, you’ll enter the Hacienda house for refreshment and enjoy appetizers.

.

GYE302
HACIENDA NINA 
NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | 2:30 PM – 6:30 PM
4 HOURS 
$199pp

Departing the pier, enjoy the approximately 45-minute journey to Guayaquil’s downtown district and Seminario Park. Surveying the area from your coach, 
discover some of the park’s unique attributes, such as the equestrian statue of South America’s liberator, Simón Bolivar. The Park is also known as Iguana 
Park, which gives you a hint of what you might glimpse if you look up into the leafy trees.

Next, view Guayaquil’s Malecón 2000. The northern section of this waterfront promenade boasts plazas, fountains, an antique Ecuadorian train and an 
expansive playground. Nearby is the historic Civic Plaza, featuring grand sculptures and the Moorish Clock Tower.

Then, the Anthropological and Contemporary Art Museum of Guayaquil (MAAC) that has an area of more than 9,000 square feet. The museum is a pleasant 
surprise, not only because of its display of modern art, but because of the size and extent of its archeological collection. Many of Ecuador’s ancient sites were 
not excavated until well into the 20th century, so there are rows upon rows of intact artifacts – some dating from more than 3,000 years ago. The MAAC is a 
great way to see more of Ecuador’s culture and history and spend some time out of the sun.

Continue on toward the north, the Barrio Las Peñas. Here, the homes have been beautifully restored with brightly colored paints and design details. This 
visually arresting neighborhood is home to various local artists. Many of the residents of this area are “old timers” and are happy to engage in conversations 
about the history of the barrio, offering guests a chance to learn about the society and customs in Guayaquil in years gone by. In the end, taste a light snack 
and enjoy the unforgettable view of the Guayas River.

Return to the quayside. 

.

GYE303
HIGHLIGHTS OF GUAYAQUIL 
NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | 1:00 PM – 5:30 PM
4.5 HOURS 
$119pp
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Drive 45 minutes from the pier to the Municipal Museum. Here you’ll see an overview of the city's development and history. A display of archaeological pieces 
and descriptions of different historic periods and events show what Guayaquil has gone through.

Then, the tour continues to downtown Guayaquil, where you will see sites from the pages of pirate history and visit the places where citizens sheltered 
themselves from marauders who found Guayaquil to be a tempting target for revelry and robbery. This route includes walking at the Malecón 2000, to stand in 
front of the Guayas River and pass by the Civic Plaza and the Moorish Tower, among others.

After that, visit the Fort “Fortín de la Planchada.” Two cannons are erected here to remember the defense of the people of Guayaquil against the constant 
pirate attacks, perhaps one of the most representative points in its history, as it lies only a few meters from where the city was born. The site is located 
between the Malecón Simón Bolívar and the Las Peñas neighborhood, one of the oldest neighborhoods of the city that lies on the skirts of Cerro Santa Ana.

Walk in the narrow streets of this charming and recently restored district. The area’s 16th-century cobblestone streets and refurbished buildings, cheerfully 
painted in bright colors, brings you to a time when raids by pirates where frequent. After that, it’s time to have a local snack. The stories of pirates and their 
lasting legend is compellingly told by a local expert on pirate history.

Afterward, return to the ship.
 
.

GYE304
PIRATES OF GUAYAQUIL 
NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | 2:30 PM – 7:00 PM
4.5 HOURS 
$149pp

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Half-day land experiences are approximately 4 hours.

Please note: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

.

GYE398
HALF-DAY PRIVATE TOUR 
NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM
4 HOURS 
$849 per vehicle

If you prefer to explore independently, then you can enjoy discovering the destination at your own pace.  With your private guide and driver, you will have the 
flexibility to create your own, personalized land experience in your private vehicle based on your interests.

Half-day land experiences are approximately 8 hours.

Please note: Private cars are ordered per vehicle. The price includes vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. One entrance fee is included.

.

GYE399
FULL-DAY PRIVATE TOUR 
NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
8 HOURS 
$1,029 per vehicle
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SALAVERRY, PERU

Upon your arrival in the elegant city of Trujillo, the City of Eternal Spring, as it is known because of its sunny climate, you will head downtown. The city is a 
combination of ancient cultures, colonial architecture and a welcoming population.

The central part of the city features the largest Plaza de Armas in Peru and is surrounded by both colonial and republican era mansions painted in bright colors. 
The beautiful colonial era buildings flanking the square include the cathedral, City Hall, the offices of the National University of Trujillo and the beautiful houses 
of the city’s patrician families.

You will visit the colonial house of the Urquiaga family, aristocratic landowners who trace their illustrious history back to the early days of the Peruvian republic. 
Brightly painted, the house features meticulously crafted wrought iron window grilles, as well as spacious courtyards and opulent rooms..

PESVY301
TRUJILLO CITY TOUR 
NOVEMBER 10, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 12:30 PM
3.5 HOURS 
$219pp

You will be driven to the small town of Santa Rosa, where you will start a pleasant, one kilometer walk along the path that is an alternate route to the reach 
the archaeological site of Huacas de Moche. Here you will learn about the historic importance of the Moche River and the valley that surrounds Trujillo, and 
how it is still the center of great economic value for the region.

Visit the Moche Temples Museum and admire beautiful pieces of Moche culture art, explore this ancient society’s iconography and internationally admired 
clay portrait vessels, as well as beautiful work in both gold and silver. This museum visit complements the Huaca de la Luna route by presenting aspects of 
everyday Moche life and the culture’s worldview.

You will continue your experience by visiting the Temple of the Moon, once the center of ancient Moche culture, which thrived from around 100 to 900 CE. 
The Sun and Moon temples, known as Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la Luna, are separated by just 500 meters, where once the urban center that housed the 
Moche elite was located.

Return to the pier via a scenic, 30-minute drive.

PESVY302
THE SUN AND MOON TEMPLE  
& THE MOCHE RIVER
NOVEMBER 10, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
3 HOURS 
$369pp
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There are few cocktails that achieve a taste as perfect and balanced as the Pisco sour, declared Cultural Heritage of Peru by the Ministry of Culture. Its 
mixture of flavors, colorful appearance and strong aroma have made this delicious drink a symbol of Peru’s culinary tradition and a product deemed 
exportable to the world. No one can resist its incomparable freshness and aroma.

Pisco’s prestige gained over time has made Pisco sour a cocktail internationally recognized, making it a must-have aperitif at the most important 
gastronomic events and culinary festivals around the world.

PESVY303
PISCO DEMONSTRATION IN HUANCHACO
NOVEMBER 10, 2022 | 9:30 AM – 11:45 PM
2.25 HOURS 
$89pp
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LIMA (CALLAO), PERU

Delve into the colonial history of the iconic city of Lima, Peru. As you walk the old streets and visit key landmarks in its heritage, you will come to better 
understand how the past has shaped this renowned city’s present and will continue to do so in the future.

Your excursion begins with a visit of the city and an exploration of colonial Lima. You will stop at the Main Square to explore on foot and admire the exteriors of 
the Government Palace, the Cathedral and the City Hall, all examples of Lima's still present colonial, architectural opulence. You will visit the Cathedral and walk 
through its numerous chapels, discovering various architectural styles and learn about the religious history of Peru.

Continue with a visit to the San Francisco de Asís Convent, built in the 17th century, and its ancient underground cemetery of Lima. These catacombs hold 
countless stories and legends that will send chills through your spine but fascinate and hold your curiosity. Then, visit Casa de Aliaga, a colonial mansion that 
currently holds the distinction of being the oldest, continuously inhabited private residence in the Southern Hemisphere.

CLL301
LIMA OVERVIEW 
NOVEMBER 11, 2022 | 2:00 PM – 6:45 PM
4.75 HOURS 
$189pp
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Callao has always had its own unique charm, and it is now the setting for one of the most revelatory and little-known tours in Lima.

One of the highlights of this experience is the Casa Ronald, a beautiful house dating from 1900 and built in the English style. Its fully renovated, six floors are 
now home to open studios and galleries that display collective and individual art shows.

Originally a 16th-century port, El Callao rose to prominence as one of the major and most influential seaports in all the Spanish colonies. However, this 
affluence receded during the 20th century, when an increasingly hostile reputation for gangland violence, social immobility, crime and widespread poverty took 
its place.

Today, parts of Callao have been transformed into a colorful open-air art gallery, with ateliers, souvenir stores and restaurants. It is shedding its rougher 
reputation and regaining its image as an off-the-beaten-path destination for discerning travelers.

CLL303
CALLAO MONUMENTAL 
NOVEMBER 11, 2022 | 2:30 PM – 5:00 PM
2.5 HOURS 
$99pp

The Museo Larco permanent exhibition is a thought provoking and inspiring space where visitors can learn about and enjoy the fascinating history of ancient 
Peru. Of all the historic achievements recorded in the country, almost without a doubt the most important is the fact that it is one of the few places on Earth 
where civilization emerged independently approximately 5,000 years ago.

You’re invited to learn more about the sophisticated nature of the cultures that flourished in Peru several centuries before the rise of the Incas. Located in the 
Pueblo Libre neighborhood, an 18th-century viceroyalty era mansion houses the largest private collection of Peru's pre-Columbian history. The museum boasts 
a fine collection of ancient gold and silver jewelry and religious paraphernalia, as well as a famous collection of erotic Moche culture pottery that offers unique 
insights into aspects of pre-Columbian sexuality.

CLL304
MUSEO LARCO – TREASURES OF ANCIENT PERU 
NOVEMBER 11, 2022 | 2:00 PM – 5:30 PM
3.5 HOURS 
$139pp



To Book Your Atlas Ashore Land Programs, Contact Our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) or info@AtlasOceanVoyages.com

CLL601PST
PERU CULTURAL 
NOVEMBER 12-16, 2022 | 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
5 DAYS/ 4 NIGHTS 
$3,799pp (SINGLE)/ $4,499pp (DOUBLE) 3 MEALS

DAY 1: You’ll be met at the port and transferred to Lima Jorge Chavez International Airport for your flight to Cusco. Upon arrival, you’ll be transferred to the 
Sacred Valley and enjoy lunch at Hacienda Huayoccari. From there, you’ll be taken to your hotel for check-in and enjoy dinner and an overnight stay.

DAY 2: Enjoy breakfast at the hotel before checking out and then depart for the Ccorccor Community. As you arrive, you’ll be welcomed by the residents of this 
Andean village with music, dance and a lovely garland of flowers. You’ll feel right at home as you share memorable moments with the villagers, and you’re sure 
to have a great time learning the games played by the local children, including hoop rolling, spinning tops and the game the children call “plic-plac.”

Depart for Tiobamba for a unique picnic lunch overlooking the Sacred Valley and its snow peaks. From there, depart to the Salt Pans of Maras. Here you’ll 
see a still-operating salt mine, in use since Incan times. the stark white of the steeply descending salt pans juxtaposed against the green of the surrounding 
mountain slopes will fill you with awe.

Your next stop is the Moray Archaeological Site. Used as an agricultural testing ground, the site's system of circular terraces descends 490 feet (150m) from 
where you will stand, serving as a perfect testament to the level of advancement achieved by the Incas, who excelled at building masterful constructions in 
harmony with nature.

Return to your hotel for dinner and an overnight stay.

DAY 3: After a breakfast, you’ll depart for Ollantaytambo Fortress. One of the last remaining Incan towns, Ollantaytambo was once fiercely guarded by a 
massive fortress. Discover the large archaeological complex of what used to serve as a wayside inn for royal delegations on long journeys. Surviving structures 
here include multiple walls and towers that were used to protect the citadel from possible invasions. You’ll also enjoy a train ride in the ancient city’s modern 
train station, taking the VISTADOME train to Aguas Calientes.

Arriving in Aguas Calientes, you’ll stroll through the town and walk to the restaurant Café Inkaterra for lunch. Afterward, walk to the bus stop to board the bus up 
to the Citadel of Machu Picchu, an approximately 30-minute ride.

Visit the historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu. Rediscovered by Hiram Bingham more than a century ago, Machu Picchu is considered one of the Seven Wonders 
of the World. Its architectural beauty, spectacular natural landscapes and the energy held in its enigmatic structures will take your breath away. Follow in the 
footsteps of the ancient Incans as you explore this magical citadel along with your tour guide.

Take the bus for the transfer down the mountain to the town and enjoy dinner at the hotel for an overnight in Machu Picchu village.

DAY 4: Enjoy breakfast at the hotel before you board the bus to travel up to the ruins. Arrive at the second entrance to the Machu Picchu citadel, where you will 
explore further. You might go to the Inca Bridge, built by the Incas as a secret entrance to Machu Picchu for the Inca army. Or you might hike up to the Inti Punku 
(Quechua for sun door), believed to be the control gate for those who entered and exited the Machu Picchu Sanctuary.

Enjoy lunch at Belmond Sanctuary Lodge Restaurant before taking the bus for the transfer down the mountain to the town. From there, depart on the 
VISTADOME train to Poroy Station, where you’ll take a private transfer to the city of Cusco.

Check into your luxury hotel, Palacio del Inca, and enjoy dinner before staying overnight.

DAY 5: After an early breakfast, depart for the archaeological site of Sacsayhuamán Fortress. The fortress of Sacsayhuamán, a colossal structure of enormous 
stones, was carved and fitted together with incredible precision.

After your visit of this fortress, you’ll depart to discover one of the most impressive buildings of Incan Cusco, the Coricancha Temple (the Golden Temple), 
dedicated to the worship of the Sun God. Its interior walls were said to have been covered in gold.

Depart for the Cathedral, strolling through the Main Square to admire its exquisite vestibules and priceless paintings from the Cusco School of the 17th and 
18th centuries. From there, head to MAP Café Restaurant for lunch.

Finally, it’s time to depart for the airport.

NOTE: Your post-cruise immersion includes professional, local English-speaking guides; transfers and excursions on private services; three glasses of house 
wine, beer, soda or fruit juice and water during the meal in the itinerary in Sacred Valley, Machu Picchu and Cusco; all meals mentioned in the itinerary; entrance 
fee to Machu Picchu; one accompanying Peruvian tour director from Lima on Day 1; gratuities for drivers, guides, restaurants and tour conductor. Vegetarian or 
special menus are available at no extra cost. A first-aid kit, including emergency oxygen bottle, will be available.



7- NIGHT BALBOA TO LIMA | NOVEMBER 5, 2022

PLAN YOUR LUXE-ADVENTURE VOYAGE
LET YOUR JOURNEY BEGIN!

Aboard every luxe-adventure expedition, you’ll find a land program for every adventurer in every port. Feel free to take advantage of any of our 
optional excursions to create a comprehensive journey. Just let us know which land programs and excursions you want to purchase. 

Please note that all excursions are limited capacity and will be assigned based on the date received. So, don’t wait!

PANAMA CITY (FUERTE AMADOR), PANAMA
 PABLB501PST: PANAMA CITY IMMERSION 

 NOVEMBER 3-5, 2022 |  $999pp (Single)/  $1,229pp (Double)

MANTA (QUITO), ECUADOR
 ECUIO301: HIGHLIGHTS OF MANTA & MONTECRISTI 

 NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | $119PP  

 ECUIO302: CERRO JABONCILLO ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE - 
BEHIND THE SCENES 
 NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | $229PP

 ECUIO303: ISLA CORAZON, A BIRD PARADISE 
 NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | $279PP

 ECUIO304: GASTRO ORGANIC EXPERIENCE & COOKING 
DEMONSTRATION 
 NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | $329PP

 ECUIO305: PACOCHE FOREST TREK 
 NOVEMBER 7, 2022 | $329PP

 ECUIO398: HALF DAY PRIVATE TOUR
 NOVEMBER 7, 2022 |$1,189 per vehicle

 ECUIO399: FULL DAY PRIVATE TOUR
 NOVEMBER 7, 2022 |$1,399 per vehicle

GUAYAQUIL (QUITO), ECUADOR
 GYE301: THE TRENDY SIDE OF GUAYAQUIL 

 NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | $239PP 

 GYE302: HACIENDA NINA 
 NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | $199PP

 GYE303: HIGHLIGHTS OF GUAYAQUIL 
 NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | $119PP

 GYE304: PIRATES OF GUAYAQUIL  
 NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | $149PP

 GYE398: HALF DAY PRIVATE TOUR  
 NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | $849 per vehicle 

 GYE399: FULL DAY PRIVATE TOUR  
 NOVEMBER 8, 2022 | $1,029 per vehicle

SALAVERRY, PERU
 PESVY301: TRUJILLO CITY TOUR 

 NOVEMBER 10, 2022 | $219PP

 PESVY302: THE SUN AND MOON TEMPLE  
 & THE MOCHE RIVER 
 NOVEMBER 10, 2022 | $369PP

 PESVY303: PISCO DEMONSTRATION IN HUANCHACO 
 NOVEMBER 10, 2022 | $89PP

CALLAO (LIMA), PERU
 CLL301: LIMA OVERVIEW 

 NOVEMBER 11, 2022 | $189PP

 CLL303: CALLAO MONUMENTAL 
 NOVEMBER 11, 2022 | $99PP

 CLL304: MUSEO LARCO TREASURES OF ANCIENT PERU 
 NOVEMBER 11, 2022 | $139PP

 CLL601PST: PERU CULTURAL  
 NOVEMBER 12-16, 2022 |   $3,799pp (Single) |  $4,499pp (Double)
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All images are representative and may not exactly depict every land program or excursion. Prices and program descriptions are accurate as of the latest publication; all information is subject to change. Full-day and Half-day Private Tour pricing is per vehicle 
for up to 6 guests. Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions at any time. Land programs and excursions are capacity controlled. © 2022 Atlas Ocean Voyages. Ship’s Registry: Portugal
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Mail/email your completed form to: 
ATLAS OCEAN VOYAGES · GUEST SERVICES

1 EAST BROWARD BLVD, SUITE 800 FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301  
1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) · INFO@ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM



RELAX BEFORE OR AFTER YOUR JOURNEY
OPTIONAL PRE OR POST-CRUISE HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

For guests who choose to arrive early before their luxe-adventure voyage or stay longer after it ends, Atlas has selected an ideal hotel for your stay. 
Your optional accommodation offers a haven of simple elegance where you can rejuvenate before embarking on an exciting journey. Complete the 

form below and return it to us to reserve your accommodations for your pre- or post-cruise stay. 

7-NIGHT BALBOA TO LIMA 

1053.06.30.22

PRICES SHOWN ARE PER NIGHT AND INCLUDE TAXES, PORTERAGE, TRANSFER FROM THE HOTEL TO THE PIER AND BREAKFAST
All images are representative and may not exactly depict every land program or excursion. Prices and program descriptions are accurate as of the latest publication; all information is subject to change. Full-day and Half-day Private Tour pricing is per vehicle 

for up to 6 guests. Guests must pay for all additional incidentals. Transfer from the airport to the hotel is only included if guests purchased airfare through Atlas. Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions at any time. 
Land programs and excursions are capacity controlled. © 2022 Atlas Ocean Voyages. Ship’s Registry: Portugal

PRE HOTEL | PANAMA CITY
BRISTOL PANAMA

 BPA501CLS
   Single: $279.00

 BPA502CLS
   Double: $295.00

Part of the Registry Collection hotels, the Bristol Panama 
offers guests a comfortable stay amid understated elegance 
within the financial district of Panama. You may choose to 
relax at your leisure in the sauna and spa center or opt for 
a rejuvenating massage between adventures. Bask in the 
beautiful environment of Panama on the sun terrace or sip on 
a refreshing cocktail at the bar. 

POST HOTEL | PERU
WESTIN LIMA HOTEL  
& CONVENTION CENTER

 WLH502DLX
   Single | Double: $559.00

 WLH502GDX
   Single | Double: $595.00

Situated within Lima’s modern district, the Westin Lima Hotel 
& Convention Center is surrounded by stunning scenery and 
upscale shops and restaurants. Indulge in their spa, delight 
in their breakfast buffet or enjoy a night of fine dining at their 
Peruvian restaurant, all at your leisure and convenience.
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BOOKING #

NOTES

Mail/email your completed form to: 
ATLAS OCEAN VOYAGES · GUEST SERVICES

1 EAST BROWARD BLVD, SUITE 800 FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301  
1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) · INFO@ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM



CALL US AT 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527)
OR CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED TRAVEL ADVISOR

ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM

All information herein is accurate and in effect at time of printing. All images are representative and may not exactly depict every land program or excursion. Prices and program descriptions are accurate 
as of the latest publication; all information is subject to change. Full-day and Half-day Private Tour pricing is per vehicle for up to 6 guests. Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to correct any errors or 

omissions at any time. Land Programs and excursions are capacity controlled and may be cancelled or withdrawn at anytime without notice. © 2022 Atlas Ocean Voyages. Ship’s Registry: Portugal
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